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много!!!! 

  

Занятия №1-4 

Тема: Канада, развитие Австралийского Союза и Новая Зеландия. 

Задания:   

1. Прочитать и перевести текст (письменно).  

2. Просмотреть видео и выполнить задание.  

3. Ответить кратко на вопросы.  

Exercise 1.  Read and translate the text.  

Canada is a vast country, bigger than the United States, bigger than the continent of 

Australia. It is in fact one of the world’s largest countries. Its area is about 10 mln sq km. The 

population of Canada is 29 mln people. The capital is Ottawa; the main cities are Toronto, 

Montreal and Vancouver.  

Today Canada is an independent federative state, consisting of 10 provinces and 2 

territories. It is a member of the Commonwealth, headed by the Queen of Great Britain. The two 

official languages are English and French. Canada is a country with a very high standard of 

living. This country is particularly advanced in the areas of health, education, social protection 

and human rights. 

The Commonwealth of Australia is a federal state within the Commonwealth of 

Nations. Its territories are the continent of Australia, the island of Tasmania and a number of 

smaller islands. It has an area of about eight million square kilometers.  

Australia has several different climatic regions, from warm to subtropical and tropical. 

There are five big cities in Australia: Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth and Brisbane. Each 

city is the capital of the state in which it is situated.  

Most of the factories are concentrated in or around the big cities. They produce goods 

for the motor-car, machine-building, clothing and food industries. Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, 

Brisbane and Perth are the country's main ports. Agriculture is the main occupation in Australia. 

Wheat and sugar are the main agricultural crops; fruit-growing is also highly developed. 

Australia is famous for its sheep. Today there are about fifteen million people in Australia; most 

of them are of British origin. There are now only 40,000 full aborigines in the country.  

New Zealand is an island country. It has got total area of 269,000 square kilometers. It 

is situated to the south-east of Australia in the Pacific Ocean. It is made up of three islands: the 

North and South Islands and Steward Island, a small land mass just to the south of the South 

Island. 

Nearly 3.5 million people live in the country. Most of its people live in North Island. 

Auckland, Christchurch and Wellington are the biggest cities. Wellington is the capital. New 

Zealand is famous for its fishing, snow sports, mountaineering, sailing and hiking. The climate is 

pleasant at all seasons, without much difference between winter and summer. Forests of exotic 

pines near the centre of New Zealand's North Island, cover an area of more than 160000 

hectares. This is the largest single continuous area of planted forest in the world. New Zealand 
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has more than four hundred thousand hectares of planted forests. The most important wood is 

pine.  

Exercise 2. Watch the videos and write down every state, its capital and the most 

famous subject of this state.  

https://yandex.ru/video/preview/?filmId=4661656081471932487&from=tabbar&reqid=

1585546357492205-807617516559741385600160-vla1-1412-

V&text=the+geogfaph%D0%BD+of+canada – Канада. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Utb4gruKItM -   The Commonwealth of Australia.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJm7kLzEmdE – Факты об Австралии.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JbP_vT-CkvI - New Zealand  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtZaaKFi7RM – Факты о Новой Зеландии.  

 Exercise 3. Answer the questions:  

1) Where is the UK (The USA, Canada, New Zealand, and Australia) situated?  

2) What is the total area of the country?  

3) What’s the capital of the country?  

4) How many people live in the country?  

  

Занятия № 5-6 

Тема: Страны АТР. 

Задания:  

1. Выписать лексику в тетрадь и перевести на русский язык.  

2. Прочитать и перевести текст (письменно).  

3. Просмотреть видео файлы об азиатских странах. 

Exercise 1.  Основные понятия и лексика по теме:   

1. written history,  2. average range of temperatures,  3. volcanoes,  4. industrial 

development,  5. computer technology,  6. monarchy,  7. the national garments,  8. legendary 

food,  9. tea ceremony,  10. Fujiyama,  11. the Great Wall,  12. national sport.  

Exercise 2.  Read and translate the text.  

China is the one of the largest countries in the world. The total area of the country is 

over 9.5 million square kilometers. As to population China is the first country in the world. It has 

a recorded history of nearly four thousand years. It was a monarchy till 1949 when Mao Tse 

Tung became a head of the state. Since that year China has been a Socialist Republic. In 1956 

China started the Cultural Revolution, and it finished in 1976 when Mao died.   

Korea. Only about 15% of Korea is not considered mountainous. The southern and 

western coastal regions, where most of the country's farmland and population are located, are 

comprised of rolling plains, low hills, and wide river basins. Five major rivers and a relatively 

large number of minor streams drain the Korean Peninsula, most of which flow westward to the 

Yellow Sea and south to the Korea Strait after draining the gentler western and southern slopes 

of the peninsula. Korea's mightiest river is the Yalu River (Amnok-gang).   

Japan consists of several thousands of islands, of which Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu and 

Shikoku are the four largest. Japan's closest neighbors are Korea, Russia and China. The Sea of 

Japan separates the Asian continent from the Japanese archipelago. Japan's area is comparable to 

that of Germany or California. Japan's northernmost islands are located on a similar geographical 

latitude as Milan or Portland, while her southernmost islands are on a similar latitude as the 

Bahamas. The population of Japan is about 125,000,000, including approximately two million 

foreign residents.  

 Exercise 3.Watch the videos about Asian countries.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cekU_MvrkEs - Asia: Political Divisions, Location 

and Physical Features  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmmP-J0BmCw - Do Americans Know Asian 

Geography?   
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